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Technical Guide TGAV22 

Creating Areas and Configuring a Muster Report – Card Monitor 

 

Creating Areas 

To create an accurate Muster Report, you must create Areas. For simplicity’s sake, this guide will create just 2 Areas 

– Onsite and Offsite – with which to demonstrate the process. 

• Select Database at the top of the main software screen, then Areas. 

Select New, give the Area a name. In this example, we are creating Onsite. 

 
• Select Save, New, then create the other Area, Offsite. 
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Configuring Access Points with Areas 

• Now we have the Areas, we need to apply them to each relevant Access Point, so select Access Points from 

the left-hand side of the main software screen. 

 
• Select an Access Point from the list, right-click and select Configuration. 

 
• Select the Reader Options Tab. Note, the Access Point we have selected in Main Entrance IN. 

 
• On the right-hand side of the Reader Options Tab, you will see several settings with ‘…’ browsing icons, 

including Entering Area. This is where Areas are applied to Access Points. 
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• The rule of thumb to follow when setting Areas to Access Points is this – when a card is presented to this 

Access Point, which Area do you want the Card to move into? i.e. will the card be Entering Area X, Y or Z? 

For example, at the Main Entrance into a building, the card would move into the Onsite Area. Likewise, 

when leaving that building, you would want that same card to move into the Offsite Area. Following this 

rule, in the example below on the Main Entrance IN Access Point we have the Entering Area set to Onsite. 

 
To do this, select the ‘…’ icon next to Entering Area, and pick the desired Area from the list. 

• On the next Access Point, Main Entrance EXIT we have the Entering Area set to Offsite 
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• Repeat this process for each Access Point in your system, asking yourself each time “which Area will a card 

be entering or moving into when it is presented to this Access Point?” 

It is very important to ensure you configure this correctly. The Muster Report’s accuracy depends on the 

information generated at the Access Points through accurate Entering Area configuration. 

 

Printing a Muster Report 

• To see which Areas Cardholders are in at a glance (and to print a list manually), select View from the top of 

the main software screen, then Cards Monitor. 

 
• Select the Search Binoculars icon highlighted in red at the top of the window, then hit Search again once the 

pop-up window appears to generate a full list of all cardholders in your system. 
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• In the screen below we have 5 cards, all in the Onsite Area. 

 
• And later, the same 5 Cards in the Offsite Area (note the time stamp next to each cardholder.) 

 
 

• On a fully populated database, you will have a mixture of cardholders in different Areas with different time 

stamps. To quickly print the list, select each cardholder by holding the left mouse button and dragging the 

mouse down. This will highlight each cardholder in Blue. 
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• With the Cardholders highlighted, select the Print icon at the top of the window. 

 
• This will print off a Muster Report on the PC’s Default Printer (configured through the Windows OS under 

Devices and Printers) 


